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ABSTRACT
Image captioning is a challenging task where the machine automat-
ically describes an image by sentences or phrases. It often requires
a large number of paired image-sentence annotations for training.
However, a pre-trained captioning model can hardly be applied to
a new domain in which some novel object categories exist, i.e., the
objects and their description words are unseen during model train-
ing. To correctly caption the novel object, it requires professional
human workers to annotate the images by sentences with the novel
words. It is labor expensive and thus limits its usage in real-world
applications.
In this paper, we introduce the zero-shot novel object caption-
ing task where the machine generates descriptions without extra
training sentences about the novel object. To tackle the challenging
problem, we propose a Decoupled Novel Object Captioner (DNOC)
framework that can fully decouple the language sequence model
from the object descriptions. DNOC has two components. 1) A
Sequence Model with the Placeholder (SM-P) generates a sen-
tence containing placeholders. The placeholder represents an un-
seen novel object. Thus, the sequence model can be decoupled from
the novel object descriptions. 2) A key-value object memory
built upon the freely available detection model, contains the visual
information and the corresponding word for each object. A query
generated from the SM-P is used to retrieve the words from the ob-
ject memory. The placeholder will further be filled with the correct
word, resulting in a caption with novel object descriptions. The
experimental results on the held-out MSCOCO dataset demonstrate
the ability of DNOC in describing novel concepts in the zero-shot
novel object captioning task.
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Ours: a giraffe standing in a field with a “<PL>”
a giraffe standing in a field with a zebra.
LRCN: a giraffe standing in a 
field with a fence.
NOC: a giraffe standing in 
a field with a zebra.
Visual Classifiers. 
Existing captioners.
MSCOCO
A okapi standing in the 
middle of a field.
MSCOCO
+ +
NOC (ours): Jointly train on multiple 
sources with auxiliary objectives.
okapi
init + train
Visual 
Classifiers
A horse standing in the dirt.
(With extra sentences about the “zebra”)
Figure 1: An example of the novel object captioning. The
colored bounding boxes show the object detection results.
The novel object “zebra” is not present in the training data.
LRCN [6] fails to describe the image with the novel object
“zebra”. NOC [34] can generate the correct caption but re-
quires extra text training data containing the word “zebra”
to learn this concept. Our algorithm can generate correct
captions, and more importantly, we do not need any extra
sentence data. Specifically, we first generate the caption tem-
plate with a placeholder “<PL>” that represents the novel ob-
ject. We then fill in the placeholder with the word “zebra”
from the object detection model.
1 INTRODUCTION
Image captioning is an important task in vision and language re-
search [15, 27, 37, 40]. It aims at automatically describing an im-
age by natural language sentences or phrases. Recent encoder-
decoder architectures have been successful in many image caption-
ing tasks [5, 6, 15, 23, 27, 37, 40], in which the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) is usually used as the image encoder, and the de-
coder is usually a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to sequentially
predict the next word given the previous words. The captaining
networks need a large number of image-sentence paired data to
train a meaningful model.
These captioningmodels fail in describing the novel objectswhich
are unseen words in the paired training data. For example, as shown
in Figure 1, the LRCN [6] model cannot correctly generate captions
for the novel object “zebra”. As a result, to apply the model in a new
domain where novel objects can be visually detected, it requires
professional annotators to caption new images in order to generate
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paired training sentences. This is labor expensive and thus limits
the applications of captioning models.
A few works have been proposed recently to address the novel
object captioning problem [3, 34, 41]. Essentially, these methods
attempt to incorporate the class label produced by the pre-trained
object recognition model. The class label can be used as the novel
object description in language generation. To be specific, Henz-
dricks et al. [3] trained a captioning model by leveraging a pre-
trained image tagger model and a pre-trained language sequence
model from external text corpora. Yao et al. [41] exploited a pre-
trained sequence model to copy the object detection result into the
output sentence.
However, to feed the novel object description into the generated
captions, existing approaches either employ the pre-trained lan-
guage sequence model [3, 34] or require extra unpaired training
sentences of the novel object [41]. In both cases, the novel objects
have been used in training and, hence, is not really novel. A more
precise meaning of novel in existing works is unseen in the paired
training sentences. However, the word is seen in the unpaired train-
ing sentences. For example, in Figure 1, existing methods require
extra training sentences containing the word “zebra” to produce the
caption, even though the object zebra is confidently detected in the
image. The assumption that such training sentences of the novel
object always exist may not hold in many real-world scenarios.
It is considerably difficult to collect sentences about brand new
products in a timely manner, e.g., self-balancing scooters, robot
vacuums, drones, and emerging topics trending on the social media
like fidget spinners. Someone may collect these training sentences
about novel objects. However, it can still introduce language biases
into the captioning model. For example, if training sentences are
all about bass (a sea fish), the captioning model will never learn to
caption the instrument bass and may generate awkward sentences
like “A man is eating a bass with a guitar amplifier.”
In this paper, we tackle the image captioning for novel objects,
where we do not need any training sentences containing the object.
We utilize a pre-trained object detection model about the novel
object. We call it zero-shot novel object captioning to distinguish it
from the traditional problem setting [3, 34, 41]. In the traditional
setting, in addition to the pre-trained object detection model, extra
training sentences of the novel object are provided. In the zero-
shot novel object captioning, there are zero training sentences about
the novel object, i.e., there is no information about the semantic
meaning, sense, and context of the object. As a result, existing
approaches of directly training the word embedding and sequence
model become infeasible.
To address this problem, we propose a Decoupled Novel Object
Captioner (DNOC) framework that is able to generate natural lan-
guage descriptions without extra training sentences of the novel
object. DNOC follows the standard encoder-decoder architecture
but with an improved decoder. Specifically, we first design a se-
quence model with the placeholder (SM-P) to generate captions
with placeholders. The placeholder represents the unseen word for
a novel object. Then we build a key-value object memory for each
image, which contains the visual information and the correspond-
ing words for objects. Finally, a query is generated to retrieve a
value from the key-value object memory and the placeholder is
filled by the corresponding word. In this way, the sequence model
is fully decoupled from the novel object descriptions. Our DNOC is
thus capable of dealing with the unseen novel object. For example,
in Fig. 1, our method first generates the captioning sentence by
generating a placeholder “<PL>” to represent any novel object.
Then it learns to fill in the placeholder with “zebra” based on the
visual object detection result.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are listed as
follows:
• We introduce the zero-shot novel object captioning task,
which is an important research direction but has been largely
ignored.
• To tackle the challenging task, we design the sequence model
with the placeholder (SM-P). SM-P generates a sentence with
placeholders to fully decouple the sequence model from the
novel object descriptions.
• A key-value object memory is introduced to incorporate ex-
ternal visual knowledge. It interactively works with SM-P to
tackle the zero-shot novel object captioning problem. Exten-
sive experimental results on the held-out MSCOCO dataset
show that our DNOC is effective for zero-shot novel object
captioning. Without extra training data, our model signifi-
cantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods (with additional
training sentences) on the F1-score metric.
2 RELATEDWORK
The problem of generating natural language descriptions from vi-
sual data has been a popular research area in the computer vision
field. This section first reviews recent works for image caption-
ing and then extends the discussion to the zero-shot novel object
captioning task.
2.1 Image Captioning
Image captioning aims at automatically describing the content of
an image by a complete and natural sentence. This is a fundamental
problem in artificial intelligence that connects computer vision
and natural language processing [38]. Some early works such as
template-based approaches [18, 25] and search-based approaches
[8, 26] generate captioning by the sentence template and the sen-
tence pool. Recently, language-based models have achieved promis-
ing performance. Most of them are based on the encoder-decoder
architecture to learn the probability distribution of both visual em-
bedding and textual embeddings [5–7, 15, 17, 23, 27, 37, 40, 43]. In
this architecture, the encoder is a CNN model which processes and
encodes the input image into an embedding representation, while
the decoder is a RNN model that takes the CNN representation
as the initial input and sequentially predicts the next word given
the previous word. Among recent contributions, Kiros et al. [17]
proposed a multi-modal log-bilinear neural language model to
jointly learn word representations and image feature embeddings.
Vinyals et al. [37] proposed an end-to-end neural network consist-
ing of a vision CNN followed by a language generating RNN. Xu
et al. [40] improved [37] by incorporating the attention mechanism
into captioning. The attention mechanism focuses on the salient im-
age regions when generating corresponding words. You et al. [42]
further utilized an independent high-level concepts/attribute de-
tector to improve the attention mechanism for image captioning.
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Tavakoliy et al. [33] proposed a saliency-boosted image caption-
ing model in order to investigate benefits from low-level cues in
language models.
2.2 Zero-Shot Novel Object Captioning
Zero-shot learning aims to recognize objects whose instances may
not have been seen during training [12, 13, 19, 29, 39]. Zero-shot
learning bridge the gap between the visual and the textual seman-
tics by learning a dictionary of concept detectors on external data
source.
Novel object captioning is a challenging task where there is no
paired visual-sentence data for the novel object in training. Only
a few works have been proposed to address this captioning prob-
lem. Mao et al. [22] tried to describe novel objects with only a few
paired image-sentence data. Henzdricks et al. [3] proposed the Deep
Compositional Captioner (DCC), a pilot work to address the task
of generating descriptions of novel objects which are not present
in paired image-sentence datasets. DCC leverages a pre-trained
image tagger model from large object recognition datasets and a
pre-trained language sequence model from external text corpora.
The captioning model is trained on the paired image-sentence data
with above pre-trained models. Venugopalan et al. [34] discussed
a Novel Object Captioner (NOC) to further improve the DCC to
an end-to-end system by jointly training the visual classification
model, language sequence model, and the captioning model. Ander-
son et al. [2] leveraged an approximate search algorithm to forcibly
guarantee the inclusion of selected words during the evaluation
stage of a caption generation model. Yao et al. [41] exploited a
mechanism to copy the detection results to the output sentence
with a pre-trained language sequence model. Concurrently to us,
Lu et al. [21] also proposed to generate a sentence template with
slot locations, which are then filled in by visual concepts from ob-
ject detectors. However, when captioning the novel objects, they
have to manually defined category mapping list to replace the novel
object’s word embedding with an existing one.
Note that all of the above methods have to use extra data of
the novel object to train their word embedding. Different from
existing methods, our method focuses on zero-shot novel object
captioning task in which there are no additional sentences or pre-
trained models to learn such embeddings for novel objects. Our
method thus needs to introduce a new approach to exploit the object
word’s meaning, sense, and embedding in the zero-shot training
condition.
3 THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we first introduce the preliminaries and further
show the two key parts of the proposed Decoupled Novel Object
Captioner, i.e., the sequencemodel with the placeholder (Section 3.2)
and the key-value object memory (Section 3.3). The overview of the
DNOC framework and training details are illustrated in Section 3.4
and Section 3.5, respectively .
3.1 Preliminaries
We first introduce the notations for image captioning. In image
captioning, given an input image I , the goal is to generate an as-
sociated natural language sentence s of length nl , denoted as s =
(w1,w2, ...,wnl ). Eachw represents a word and the lengthnl is usu-
ally varied for different sentences. Let P = {(I1, s1), ..., (Inp , snp )}
be the set with np image-sentences pairs. The vocabulary of P
is Wpaired = {w1,w2, ...,wNt } which contains Nt words. Each
wordwi ∈ {0, 1}Nt is a one-hot (1 of Nt ) encoding vector. The one-
hot vector is then embedded into aDw -dimensional real-valued vec-
tor xi = ϕw (wi ) ∈ RDw . The embedding function ϕw (·) is usually
a trainable linear transformation xi = Twwi , where Tw ∈ RDw×Nt
is the embedding matrix. The typical architecture for captioning is
the encoder-decoder model. In the followings, we show the encod-
ing and the decoding procedures during the testing phase.
The encoder.We obtain the representation for an input image
I by ϕe (I), where ϕe (·) is the embedding function for encoder. The
function ϕe is usually an ImageNet pre-trained CNN model with
the classification layer removed. It extracts the top-layer outputs
as the visual features.
The decoder. The decoder is a word-by-word sequence model
designed to generate the sentence given the encoder outputs. In
specific, at the first time step t = 0, a special token w0 (<GO>) is
the input to the sequence model, which indicates the start of the
sentence. At time step t , the decoder generates a wordwt given the
visual content ϕe (I) and previous words (w0, ...,wt−1). Therefore,
we formulate the probability of generating the sentence s as
p(s|I) =∏nlt=1p(wt |w0, . . . ,wt−1,ϕe (I)). (1)
The Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [10] is commonly used as
the decoder in visual captioning and natural language processing
tasks [3, 35, 41]. The core of the LSTM model is the memory cell,
which encodes the knowledge of the input that has been observed
at every time step. There are three gates that modulate the memory
cell updating, i.e., the input gate, the forget gate, and the output
gate. These three gates are all computed by the current input xt
and the previous hidden state ht−1. The input gate controls how
the current input should be added to the memory cell; the forget
gate is used to control what the cell should forget from the previous
memory; the output gate controls whether the current memory
cell should be passed as output. Given inputs xt , ht−1, we get the
predicted output word ot by updating the LSTM unit at time step t
as follows:
ot , ht = LSTM(xt , ht−1). (2)
Combining Eqn (1) and Eqn (2), at t-th time step, the previous
word wt−1 is taken as the decoder input xt . In the training stage,
we feed the ground-truth word of the previous step as the model
input. In the evaluation stage, we take the output ot−1 of the model
at (t − 1)-th time step as model input xt .
Zero-Shot Novel Object Captioning. This paper studies the
zero-shot novel object captioning task, where the model needs to
caption novel objects without additional training sentence data
about the object. The novel object words are shown neither in
the paired image-sentence training data P nor unpaired sentence
training data. We denoteWunseen as the vocabulary for the novel
object words which are unseen in training. Given an input image
In containing novel objects, the captioning model should generate
a sentence with the corresponding unseen word w˜ ∈ Wunseen to
describe the novel objects.
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Sequence
Model
… …
<GO> a<GO> a
a <PL>a zebra
<PL> iszebra ?
… …
Sequence Model
(Typical)
? ? is standing
Sequence
Model
“ a zebra ? ? ? ” “ a <PL> is standing … ”
OOV
Sequence Model
with Placeholder
Input Output Input Output
Figure 2: The comparison of the typical sequencemodel and
the proposed SM-P. In this example, “zebra” is an unseen
word during training. The bottom are the sentences gener-
ated by the two models. The left is the classical sequence
model, which cannot handle the input out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) word “zebra”. The right is our sequence model with
the placeholder (SM-P). It generates the special token word
“<PL>” (placeholder) to represent the novel object, and is
able to continue to output the subsequent word given the
input “<PL>”.
A notable challenge for this task is to deal with the out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) words. The learned word embedding function
ϕw is unable to encode the unseen words, since these word cannot
simply be found inWpaired . As a result, these unseen words can-
not be fed into the decoder for caption generation. Previous works
[3, 34, 41] circumvented this problem by learning the word em-
beddings of unseen words using additional sentences that contain
the words. We denote these extra training sentences as Sunpaired .
Since the words of “novel” objects have been used in training, the
“novel” objects are not really novel. However, in our zero-shot novel
object task, we do not assume the availability of additional training
sentences Sunpaired of the novel object. Therefore, we propose a
novel approach to deal with the OOV words in the sequence model.
3.2 Sequence Model with the Placeholder
We propose the Sequence Model with the placeholder (SM-P) to
fully decouple the sequence model from novel object descriptions.
As discussed above, the classical sequence model cannot take an out-
of-vocabulary word as input. To solve this problem, we design a new
token, denoted as “<PL>”. “<PL>” is the placeholder that represents
any novel words w˜ ∈ Wunseen . It is used in the decoder similarly to
other tokens, such as “<GO>”, “<PAD>”, “<EOS>”, “<UNKNOWN>”
in most natural language processing works. We add the token
“<PL>” into the paired vocabularyWpaired to learn the embedding.
The training details for the placeholder are discussed in Section 3.5.
A new embedding ϕw is learned for “<PL>”, which encodes all
unknown words with a compact representation. The new repre-
sentation could be jointly learned with known words. We carefully
designed the new token “<PL>” in both the input and the output
of the decoder, which enables us to handle the out-of-vocabulary
words. When the decoder outputs “<PL>”, our model utilizes the
external knowledge from the object detection model to replace it
with novel description. Our SM-P is flexible that can be readily
incorporated in the sequence to sequence model. Without loss of
generality, we use the LSTM as the backbone of our SM-P.When the
SM-P decides to generate a word about a novel object at time step
t , it will output a special word wt , the token “<PL>” , as the output.
At time step t + 1, the SM-P takes the previous output word wt
“<PL>” as input instead of the novel word w˜. In this way, regardless
of the existence of unseen words, the word embedding function
ϕw is able to encode all the input tokens. For example, in Figure 2,
the classical sequence model cannot handle the out-of-vocabulary
word “zebra” as input. Instead, the SM-P model outputs the “<PL>”
token when it needs to generate a word about the novel object
“zebra”. This token is further fed to the decoder at the next time step.
Thus, the subsequent words can be generated. Finally, the SM-P
generates the sentence with the placeholder “A <PL> is standing
...”. The “<PL>” token will be replaced by the novel word generated
by the key-value object memory.
3.3 Key-Value Object Memory
To incorporate the novel words into the generated sentences with
the placeholder, we exploit a pre-trained object detection model to
build the key-value object memory.
A freely available object detection model is applied on the input
images to find novel objects. For the i-th detected object obji , the
CNN feature representations fi ∈ R1×Nf and the predicted semantic
class label li ∈ R1×ND form a key-value pair, with the feature as
key and the semantic label as the value. Nf is the feature dimension
of CNN representation, ND is the number of total detection classes.
The key-value pairs associate the semantic class labels (descriptions
of the novel objects) with their appearance feature. Following [14],
we extract the CNN feature fi for obji from the ROI pooling layer
of the detection model. Among all the detected results, the top Ndet
key-value pairs are selected according to their confidence scores,
which form the key-value object memoryMobj. For each input
image, the memoryMobj is initialized to be empty.
LetWdet be the vocabulary of the detection model, which con-
sists of ND detection class labels. Note that each word inWdet is
the detection class label in the one-hot format, since we cannot ob-
tain trained word embedding function ϕw (·) for the new word. To
generate the novel word and replace the placeholder in the sentence
at time step t , we define the query qt to be a linear transformation
of previous hidden state ht−1 when the model meets the special
token “<PL>” at time step t :
qt = wht−1, (3)
where ht−1 ∈ RNh is the previous hidden state at (t−1)-th step from
the sequence model, andw ∈ RNf ×Nh is the linear transformation
to convert the hidden state from semantic feature space to CNN
appearance feature space. We have the following operations on the
key-value memoryMobj:
Mobj ← WRITE(Mobj, (fi , li )), (4)
wobj ← READ(q,Mobj). (5)
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CNN Encoder
a <PL> is looking
Query
<GO> a <PL> is looking at a <PL>
at a <EOS><PL>
Query
Detection
a dog is looking at a cakeKey-Value Object Memory
Sequence Model with the Placeholder
Output
 , number
 , cake
 , dog
Write
LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM
a <PL> is looking at a <PL>
dog cake
Detection Boxes
The Input Image
Key Val
Transformation!
Figure 3: The overview of the DNOC framework. We design a novel sequence model with the placeholder (SM-P) to handle the
unseen objects by replacing themwith the special token “<PL>”. The SM-P first generates a sentence with placeholders, which
refer to the unknown objects in an image. For example, in this figure, the “dog” and “cake” are unseen in the training set. The
SM-P generates the sentence “a <PL> is looking at a <PL>”. Meanwhile, we exploit a freely available object detection model
to build a key-value object memory, which associate the semantic class labels (descriptions of the novel objects) with their
appearance feature. When SM-P generates a placeholder, we take the linear transformation of the previous hidden state as a
query to read thememory and output the correct object description, e.g., “dog” and “cake”. Finally, we replace the placeholders
by the query results and generate the sentence with novel words.
• WRITE operation is to write the input key-value pair (fi , li )
into the existing memoryMobj. The input key-value pair
is written to a new slot of the memory. The key-value ob-
ject memory is similar to the support set widely used in
many few-shot works [9, 30, 36]. The difference is that in
their work the key-value memory is utilized for long-term
memorization, while our motivation is to build a structured
mapping from the detection bounding-box-level feature to
its semantic label.
• READ operation takes the query q as input, and conducts
content-based addressing on the object memoryMobj. It
aims to find related object information according to the sim-
ilarity metric, qKT . The output of READ operation is,
wobj = (qKT )V , (6)
where KT ∈ RNf ×Ndet ,V ∈ RNdet×ND are the vertical
concatenations of all keys and values in the memory, re-
spectively. The output wobj ∈ RND is the combination of
all semantic labels. In evaluation, the word with the max
prediction is used as the query result.
3.4 Framework Overview
With the above two components, we propose the DNOC framework
to caption images with novel objects. The framework is based on
the encoder-decoder architecture with the SM-P and key-value
object memory. For an input image with novel objects, we have the
following steps to generate the captioning sentence:
(i) We first exploit the SM-P to generate a captioning sentence
with some placeholders. Each placeholder represents an un-
seen word/phrase for a novel object;
(ii) We then build a key-value object memoryMobj for each input
based on the detection feature-label pairs {fi , li } on the image;
(iii) Finally, we replace the placeholders of the sentence by corre-
sponding object descriptions. For the placeholder generated at
time step t , we take the previous hidden state ht−1 from SM-P
as a query to read the object memoryMobj, and replace the
placeholder by the query results wob j .
In the example shown in Figure 3, the “dog” and “cake” are the novel
objects which are not present in training. The SM-P first generates
a sentence “a <PL> is looking at a <PL>”. Meanwhile, we build
the key-value object memoryMobj based on the detection results,
which contains both the visual information and the corresponding
word (the detection class label). The hidden state at the step before
each placeholder is used as the query to read from the memory. The
memory will then return the correct object description, i.e., “dog”
and “cake”. Finally, we replace the placeholders by the query results
and thus generate the sentence with novel words “a dog is looking
at a cake”.
3.5 Training
To learn how to exploit the “out-of-vocabulary” words, we modify
the input and target for SM-P in training. We defineWpd as the
intersection set of the vocabularyWpaired and vocabularyWdet ,
Wpd =Wpaired ∩Wdet . (7)
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Wpd contains the words in the paired visual-sentence training
data and the labels of the pre-trained detection model. For the i-th
paired visual-sentence input (Ii , si ), we first encode the visual input
by the encoder ϕe (·). We modify the input annotation sentence
si = (w1,w2, ...,wnl ) of the sequence model SM-P by replacing
each word wi ∈ Wpd with the token “<PL>”. The new input word
wˆt at t-th time step is,
wˆt =
{ ⟨PL⟩, wt ∈ Wpd
wt , otherwise .
(8)
We replace some known objects with the placeholder to help the
SM-P learn to output the placeholder token at the correct place,
and train the key-value object memory to output the correct word
given the query. The actual input sentence for the SM-P is,
sˆi = (wˆ0, wˆ1, ..., wˆnl ). (9)
We take the sˆi as the optimizing target for SM-P. Let FSM (·) denote
the function of SM-P, and θSM−P denote its parameters. The output
of function FSM (·) is the probability of next word prediction. Each
step of word generation is a word classification on existing vocabu-
laryWpaired . SM-P is trained to predict the next word wˆt given
ϕe (I) and sequence of words (wˆ0, wˆ1, ..., wˆt−1). The optimizing loss
for LSM−P is,
LSM−P (wˆ0, wˆ1, ..., wˆt−1,ϕe (I);θSM−P ) =
−
∑
t
log(softmaxt (FSM (wˆ0, wˆ1, ..., wˆt−1,ϕe (I);θSM−P ))), (10)
where the softmaxt denotes the softmax operation on the t-th step.
For the key-value object memoryMobj, we define the optimiz-
ing loss by comparing the query result wob jt from object memory
and the word wt from annotation,
LMobj =
∑
t
atCE(wob jt ,wt ), (11)
whereCE(·) is the cross-entropy loss function, and at is the weight
at time step t that is calculated by,
at =
{
1, wt ∈ Wpd
0, otherwise. (12)
There are two trainable components in optimizing Eqn. (11). One
is the query q, the hidden state from the LSTM model. The other
is the linear transformation on detection features in the computa-
tion of the memory key. We simultaneously minimize the two loss
functions. The final objective function for the DNOC framework is,
L = LSM−P + LMobj . (13)
4 EXPERIMENTS
We first discuss the experimental setups and then compare DNOC
with the state-of-the-art methods on the held-out MSCOCO dataset.
Ablation studies and qualitative results are provided to show the
effectiveness of DNOC.
4.1 The held-out MSCOCO dataset
The MSCOCO dataset [20] is a large scale image captioning dataset.
For each image, there are five human-annotated paired sentence
descriptions. Following [3, 34, 41] , we employ the subset of the
MSCOCO dataset, but excludes all image-sentence paired caption-
ing annotations which describe at least one of eight MSCOCO
objects. The eight objects are chosen by clustering the vectors from
the word2vec embeddings over all the 80 objects in MSCOCO seg-
mentation challenge [3]. It results in the final eight novel objects for
evaluation, which are "bottle", "bus", "couch", "microwave", "pizza",
"racket", "suitcase", and "zebra". These novel objects are held-out in
the training split and appear only in the evaluation split. We use
the same training, validation and test split as in [3].
4.2 Experimental Settings
The Object Detection Model. We employ a freely available pre-
trained object detection model to build the key-value object mem-
ory. Specifically, we use Faster R-CNN [28] model with Inception-
ResNet-V2 [32] to generate detection bounding boxes and scores.
The object detection model is pre-trained on all the MSCOCO train-
ing images of 80 objects, including the eight novel objects. We use
the pre-trained models released by [11] which are publicly available.
For each image, we write the top Ndet = 4 detection results to the
key-value object memory.
Evaluation Metrics. Metric for Evaluation of Translation with
Explicit Ordering (METEOR) [4] is an effective machine transla-
tion metric which relies on the use of stemmers, WordNet [24]
synonyms and paraphrase tables to identify matches between can-
didate sentence and reference sentences. However, as pointed in
[3, 34, 41], the METEOR metric is not well designed for the novel
object captioning task. It is possible to achieve highMETEOR scores
even without mentioning the novel objects. Therefore, to better
evaluate the description quality, we also use the F1-score as an
evaluation metric following [3, 34, 41]. F1-score considers false
positives, false negatives, and true positives, indicating whether a
generated sentence includes a new object.
Implementation Details. Following [3, 34, 41], we use a 16-layer
VGG [31] pre-trained on the ImageNet ILSVRC12 dataset [25] as
the visual encoder. The CNN encoder is fixed during model train-
ing. The decoder is an LSTM with cell size 1,024 and 15 sequence
steps. For each input image, we take the output of the fc7 layer
from the pre-trained VGG-16 model with 4,096 dimensions as the
image representation. The representations are processed by a fully-
connected layer and then fed to the decoder SM-P as the initial
state. For the word embedding, unlike [3, 41], we do not exploit
the per-trained word embeddings with additional knowledge data.
Instead, we learn the word embedding ϕw with 1,024 dimensions
for all words including the placeholder token. We implement our
DNOC model with TensorFlow [1]. Our DNOC is optimized by
ADAM [16] with the learning rate of 1 × 10−3. The weight decay is
set to 5 × 10−5. We train the DNOC for 50 epochs and choose the
model with the best validation performance for testing.
4.3 Comparison to the state-of-the-art results
We compare our DNOCwith the following state-of-the-art methods
on the held-out MSCOCO dataset.
(1). Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Networks (LRCN) [6]. LRCN
is one of the basic RNN-based image captioning models. Since it
has no mechanism to deal with novel objects, we train LRCN only
on the paired visual-sentence data.
(2).Deep Compositional Captioner (DCC) [3]. DCC leverages a pre-
trained image tagger model from large object recognition datasets
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Table 1: The comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on the eight novel objects in the held-out MSCOCO dataset. Per-
object F1-score, averaged F1-score and METEOR score are reported. All the results are reported using VGG-16 [31] feature and
without beam search. Note that we adopt the zero-shot novel object captioning setting where no additional language data is
used in training. With few training data, we achieve a higher average F1-score than all the previous methods with external
sentence data. All F1-score values are reported as percentage (%).
Settings Methods Fbottle Fbus Fcouch Fmicrowave Fpizza Fracket Fsuitcase Fzebra Faverage METEOR
With
External
Semantic
Data
DCC [3] 4.63 29.79 45.87 28.09 64.59 52.24 13.16 79.88 39.78 21
NOC [34]
–(One hot) 16.52 68.63 42.57 32.16 67.07 61.22 31.18 88.39 50.97 20.7
–(One hot+Glove) 14.93 68.96 43.82 37.89 66.53 65.87 28.13 88.66 51.85 20.7
LSTM-C[41]
–(One hot) 29.07 64.38 26.01 26.04 75.57 66.54 55.54 92.03 54.40 22
–(One hot+Glove) 29.68 74.42 38.77 27.81 68.17 70.27 44.76 91.4 55.66 23
NBT+G [34] 7.1 73.7 34.4 61.9 59.9 20.2 42.3 88.5 48.5 22.8
Zero-shot
LRCN [6] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19.33
DNOC w/o object memory 26.91 57.14 46.05 41.88 58.50 18.41 48.04 75.17 46.51 20.41
DNOC (ours) 33.04 76.87 53.97 46.57 75.82 32.98 59.48 84.58 57.92 21.57
Table 2: The comparison of our method and the baseline
LRCN [6] on the six known objects in the held-outMSCOCO
dataset. Per-object F1-scors and averaged F1-scores are re-
ported as percentage (%).
Methods Fbear Fcat Fdog Felephant Fhorse Fmotorcycle Faverage
LRCN [6] 66.23 75.73 53.62 65.49 55.20 71.45 64.62
DNOC 62.86 87.28 71.57 77.46 71.20 77.59 74.66
and a pre-trained language sequence model from external text
corpora. The captioning model is trained on the paired image-
sentence data with the two pre-trained models.
(3). Novel Object Captioner (NOC) [34]. NOC improves the DCC
to an end-to-end system by jointly training the visual classification
model, language sequence model, and the captioning model.
(4). LSTM-C [41]. LSTM-C leverages a copying mechanism to
copy the detection results to the output sentence with a pre-trained
language sequence model.
(5). Neural Baby Talk (NBT) [21]. NBT incorporates visual con-
cepts from object detectors to the sentence template. They manually
define category mapping list to replace the novel object’s word em-
bedding with an existing one to incorporate the novel words.
Table 1 summarizes the F1 scores and METEOR scores of the
above methods and our DNOC on the held-out MSCOCO dataset.
All the state-of-the-art methods except LRCN use additional se-
mantic data containing the words of the eight novel objects. Nev-
ertheless, without external sentence data, our method achieves
competitive performance to the state of the art. Our model on av-
erage yields a higher F1-score than the best state-of-the-art result
(57.92% versus 55.66%). The improvement is significant considering
our model uses no additional training sentences. Our METEOR
score is slightly worse than the LSTM-C with GloVe [41]. One pos-
sible reason is that much more training sentences containing the
novel words are used to learn the LSTM-C model.
Table 2 shows the comparison of our DNOC and the baseline
method LRCN on the known objects in the held-out MSCOCO
dataset. Our method achieves much higher F1-scores on the known
Table 3: Ablation studies in terms of Averaged F1-score and
METEOR score on the held-out MSCOCO. “LRCN” is the
baselinemethod. “DNOCw/o detectionmodel” indicates the
DNOC framework without any detected objects as input.
“DNOCw/o object memory” indicates the DNOC framework
with SM-P but without the key-value object memory.
Model F1average METEOR
LRCN [6] 0 19.33
DNOC w/o detection model 0 17.52
DNOC w/o object memory 46.51 20.41
DNOC 57.92 21.57
objects than LRCN, indicating that DNOC also benefits the caption-
ing on the known objects. DNOC enhances the ability of the model
to generate sentences with the objects shown in the image. The
results strongly support the validity of the proposed model in both
the novel objects and the known objects.
4.4 Ablation Studies
The ablation studies are designed to evaluate the effectiveness of
each component in DNOC.
The effectiveness of SM-P and key-value object memory.
We conduct the ablation studies on the held-out MSCOCO dataset.
The results are shown in Table 3. The “DNOC w/o detection model”
indicates the DNOC framework with SM-P but without any detec-
tion objects as input. All the objects in the visual inputs will not be
detected. Thus, the placeholder token remains in the final gener-
ated sentence. We observe a performance drop compared to LRCN.
“DNOC w/o object memory” indicates the DNOC framework with
SM-P but without the key-value object memory. In this experiment,
we take the top Ndet confident detected labels and randomly feed
them into the placeholder. Only with the SM-P component, “DNOC
w/o object memory” outperforms LRCN by 46.51% in F1-score and
1.08% in METEOR score, which shows the effectiveness of the SM-P
component. Our full DNOC framework outperforms “DNOC w/o
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microwave 94%
a microwave oven with a tray on the bottom 
a stainless steel oven with a black and white stove
a stainless steel <PL> sitting on top of a counter
a stainless steel microwave sitting on top of a
counter
bus 99%, person 99%
young male boarding a city bus at a bus stop
a yellow train is pulling into a station
a <PL> is parked on the side of a road with a <PL>
a bus is parked on the side of a road with a person
bottle 99%, dog 99%
a dog playing with a plastic soda bottle on the floor
a dog and a dog are playing with a Frisbee
a <PL> is playing with a <PL>
a dog is playing with a bottle
zebra 99%, zebra 99%
a zebra resting its head on another zebra
a giraffe is standing in a field of grass
a <PL> standing in a field with a <PL>
a zebra standing in a field with a zebra
cat 92%, suitcase 90%
a black cat laying on a closed suitcase
a cat laying in a car under a window
a black <PL> sitting on a <PL> in a room
a black cat sitting on a suitcase in a room
person 99%, racket 99%
a man with a racket gets ready to hit a bad UNK
a man in a green shirt is holding a Frisbee
a <PL> in a field with a <PL>
a person in a field with a racket
dog 99%, remote 99%, couch 98%
a dog laying down on a comforter on a couch
a dog laying on a bed with a blanket
a <PL> laying on a <PL> in a room
a dog laying on a couch in a room
pizza 99%, bottle 95%
a white plate topped with pizza on a blue table
a plate of food with a fork and a fork
a plate of food with a <PL> and a <PL>
a plate of food with a pizza and a bottle
Detect:
GT:
LRCN:
SM-P:
DNOC:
Detect:
GT:
LRCN:
SM-P:
DNOC:
Detect:
GT:
LRCN:
SM-P:
DNOC:
Detect:
GT:
LRCN:
SM-P:
DNOC:
Detect:
GT:
LRCN:
SM-P:
DNOC:
Detect:
GT:
LRCN:
SM-P:
DNOC:
Detect:
GT:
LRCN:
SM-P:
DNOC:
Detect:
GT:
LRCN:
SM-P:
DNOC:
Figure 4: Qualitative results for the held-out MSCOCO dataset. The words in pink are not present during training. “Detected”
shows the object detection results. “GT” and “LRCN” are the human-annotated sentences and the sentences generated by
LRCN, respectively. “SM-P” indicates the sentence generated by SM-P (the first step of DNOC). The SM-P first generates a
sentence template with placeholder, and DNOC further feeds the detection results into the placeholder.
Figure 5: The performance curve with different number of
selected detected objects Ndet .
object memory” by 11.41% in F1-score and 1.16% in METEOR score.
It validates that the key-value object memory can enhance the
semantic understanding of the visual content. From the experimen-
tal results, we can conclude that our full DNOC framework with
SM-P and the key-value object memory greatly improves the per-
formance in both the F1-score and the METEOR score. It shows
that the two components are effective in exploiting the external
detection knowledge.
Analysis of the number of selected detection objectsNdet .
Ndet is the number of selected top detection results. We show the
performance curves with different Ndet values in Figure 5. When
Ndet varies in a range from two to ten, we can see that the curves of
F1-score and METEOR are relatively smooth. When we only adopt
one detected object to build the object memoryMobj, the F1-score
significantly drops. If we do not write any detection results into
the memory, the F1-score is zero. This curve also demonstrates the
effectiveness of the key-value object memory.
4.5 Qualitative Result
In Figure 4, we show some qualitative results on the held-out
MSCOCO dataset. We take the “zebra” image in the first row as
an example. The classic captioning model LRCN [6] could only
describe the image with a wrong word “giraffe”, where “zebra” does
not existed in the vocabulary. SM-P first generates the sentence
with the placeholder, where each placeholder represents a novel
object. The DNOC then replaces the placeholders with the detection
results by querying the key-value object memory. It generates the
sentence with the novel word “zebra” in the correct place. As can
be seen, zero-shot novel object captioning is a very challenging
task since the evaluation examples contain unseen objects and no
additional sentence data is available.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we tackle the novel object captioning under a challeng-
ing condition where none sentence of the novel object is available.
We propose a novel Decoupled Novel Object Captioner (DNOC)
framework to generate natural language descriptions of the novel
object. Our experiments validate its effectiveness on the held-out
MSCOCO dataset. The comprehensive experimental results demon-
strate that DNOC outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for
captioning novel objects.
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